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Hofesh Shechter Company celebrated its 10 anniversary and kicked oﬀ the ﬁrst day of the
Brighton Festival in May with a performance of Grande Finale, the latest original dance work from
award-winning choreographer, Hofesh Shechter.
Signature to any Shechter production is the ‘Hofesh Haze’, a very distinctive, thick haze with an
extremely even, creamy look that remains consistent throughout the performances. To achieve this
look, head of production at Hofesh Shechter, Adam Hooper, relies on MDG haze and fog generators
which are hired locally at each venue, or brought along by the company if there is no local
availability. “Because haze is such a very large part of Hofesh’s productions, we only use MDG haze
and fog generators and specify them on every rider, with no substitute” he says.

In Grand Finale there is no set in Tom Scutt’s design other than seven rolling black towers
manipulated by the dancers, relying instead on Tom Visser’s stark and stylish lighting
design with beams of monochromatic light that cut sharply through the haze and change
with each repositioning of the towers.
“The lighting positions are very speciﬁc and structured,” explains Hooper. “Focusing can take up to
eight hours because Hofesh insists on running through the show at every new venue, and his
attention to detail means we frequently tweak the lighting levels by as little as 0.5% during
technical rehearsals. This is why the ‘Hofesh Haze’ is a very important addition to the aesthetic. We
need it to look the same at all times, with no little puﬀs or clouds or gaps across the stage or
auditorium, to show the lighting to its best advantage, and we can only achieve that with MDG.
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To achieve the correct level of
haze, show operator Andre
Gubanov uses the MDG
ATMOSPHEREAPS haze generator or
the MAX3000 fog generator,
depending what is available at the
venue, and fills the stage and the
auditorium with an even haze
before the audience arrives. “The
haze is an important factor to draw
the audience closer to the dancers
by enveloping them as well,”
Gubanov says. “We then close the
tabs before the audience come in,
so when they are opened the haze
remains evenly distributed across
the stage and auditorium and
doesn’t roll in either direction.”
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This can prove tricky in some venues where variations in temperature and modern air management
systems can wreak havoc with the ﬁne-tuned haze. “MDG is superb at helping to combat these
vagaries because the output can be controlled so precisely and the haze is so ﬁne,” he says.
To maintain the correct levels of haze during the performance at the Brighton Dome, two MDG
machines were located one each side of the stage, accompanied by nine DMX fans rigged 2m
above the lighting grid and another four on stage at each corner to drive the haze down and keep it
consistent around the dancers. Gubanov controls the fanspeed remotely from the console and the
hazer output manually from the wings to keep the creaminess in the right place and at the right
consistency.
This consistency, which is particularly predominant in Grande Finale, is very noticeable and
eﬀective. With so little in the way of set and no wings to enter and exit from, the dancers are able
to disappeared in and out of the haze and into the shadows instead. At times they almost seem to
levitate during the very energetic and dramatic performance and the depth of ﬁeld is increased, as
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the haze starts to envelop the dancers as they move further up stage.
Hooper is very enthusiastic about the MDG machines: “MDG generators are industry standard, the
haze sits for a long time and can do anything from a trickle to a full pump out.”
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However, he also points out that the company is dependent on each venue for supplying the haze
machines from rental companies, but many of these machines are now very old and ideally need to
be renewed. “When the company is on lengthy tours, we need to be sure that the machines
supplied will be eﬃcient and up to date. The haze is crucial to all our dance pieces and we have
been using MDG for a number of years now. We need to know we have access to the best and
most reliable machines possible, but hire companies don’t always have the latest models available
to due to the high demand from bigger shows.
Some of their old units are past their best and, from a rental perspective, our requirements are too
small to demand the new equipment.”
MDG has developed the new ATMe and Me1 haze and fog generators, building on the success of the
ATMOSPHERE and MAX series. These units have identical power consumption and footprint but oﬀer
a signiﬁcantly increased output making them incredibly eﬃcient. They also have enhanced control
with in-built RDM/DMX which allows precise remote control over the ﬂow of output, enabling the
operator to change the ﬂow from a ﬁne haze to a rolling fog from the convenience of the control
desk. Obviously, these new machines would be an incredible asset to a company such as Hofesh
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Shechter, whose designs and choreography rely so much on the quality and use of haze.
Grand Finale has been touring internationally since its premiere in Paris last summer and is
currently touring the UK where you can catch the next show at Sadlers Wells from 4th -7th July,
before it continues its international schedule until the end of 2019. Wherever it goes the ‘Hofesh
Haze’ will be produced by MDG machines – the ‘Atmosphere’ will be amazing!

